
Terms and conditions

Welcome to our website. If you continue to browse and use this website, you are agreeing to comply

with and be bound by the following terms and conditions of use, which together with our privacy policy

govern Renshaw Services relationship with you in relation to this website. If you disagree with any

part of these terms and conditions, please do not use our website.

The term ‘Renshaw Services’ or ‘us’ or ‘we’ refers to the owner of the website whose registered office

is Renshaw Services – 1 Hopton Cottages, Taunton, TA15ET. The term ‘you’ refers to the user or

viewer of our website.

It is strictly forbidden and in NO circumstances shall any content, special offers, packages,

photography or marketing be copied, rewritten, cut and pasted or be seen to have the same relevance

to this website from an outside source. unless Renshaw Services has given written confirmation of a

notice 90 days in advance before any print, handwritten or electronically sent, displayed or viewed

content is displayed to the general public. Any agreements of a contract made must be signed and

dated in full by both (inside and outside) parties. Failing to do this brakes all terms and conditions and

you may be prosecuted.

The use of this website is subject to the following terms of use:

The content of the pages of this website is for your general information and use only. It is subject to

change without notice.

This website uses cookies to monitor browsing preferences. If you do allow cookies to be used, the

following personal information may be stored by us for use by third parties:

Consumer Contract Regulations:



As an expert trader, tight regulations state you the customer may have 14 calendar days from the day

the notice is sent from entering into a service contract (estimate/quotation) in which you can cancel

(standard cancellation notice). The customer can choose to cancel the contract and have any

deposits returned, except exemptions. If you wish to cancel the contract you must do so in writing and

deliver personally or send this to the person/s named below within 14 days by post or email. The

trader shouldn’t start providing the service before the 14 day cancellation period has ended, unless

you have requested this (which may be by electronic mail, post or phone). As part of these

regulations, any sum paid by or on behalf of the customer as part of the contract will be repayable in

full except where these regulations provide otherwise.

If you request a service that starts straightaway– In this instance, you will still have the right to

cancel, but you must pay for the value of the service that is provided up to the point you cancel.

If the service is provided in full within 14 days– The right to cancel can be lost during the

cancellation period if the service is provided in full before the 14 days elapses.

Exemptions- Where you won’t have a right to cancel a service. For example, after 14 days of

excepting a quotation (unless agreed in writing by Warren Renshaw), hotel bookings, flights,

car/equipment hire, concerts and other event tickets are paid/ordered, or where the trader is carrying

out urgent repairs, spot cleaning or maintenance, however, if a quotation is sent and you confirm

through all and including any modern/old manmade communication/s to agree, then you the customer

are not bound by the regulations particular.

Privacy policy information.

Neither we nor any third parties provide any warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy, timeliness,

performance, completeness or suitability of the information and materials found or offered on this

website for any particular purpose. You acknowledge that such information and materials may contain

inaccuracies or errors and we expressly exclude liability for any such inaccuracies or errors to the

fullest extent permitted by law.



Your use of any information or materials on this website is entirely at your own risk, for which we shall

not be liable. It shall be your responsibility to ensure that any products, services or information

available through this website meet your specific requirements.

This website contains material which is owned by or licensed to us. This material includes, but is not

limited to, the design, layout, look, appearance and graphics. Reproduction is prohibited other than in

accordance with the copyright notice, which forms part of these terms and conditions.

All trademarks reproduced in this website, which are not the property of, or licensed to the operator,

are acknowledged on the website.

Unauthorised use of this website may give rise to a claim for damages and/or be a criminal offence.

From time to time, this website may also include links to other websites. These links are provided for

your convenience to provide further information. They do not signify that we endorse the website(s).

We have no responsibility for the content of the linked website(s).

Your use of this website and any dispute arising out of such use of the website is subject to the laws

of England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.

General Disclaimer

The information contained in this website is for general information purposes only. The information is

provided by Renshaw Services, and while we endeavour to keep the information up to date and

correct, we make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the

completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the website or the

information, products, services, or related graphics contained on the website for any purpose.

Any reliance you place on such information is therefore strictly at your own risk. In no event will we be

liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or



any loss or damage whatsoever arising from loss of data or profits arising out of, or in connection with,

the use of this website.

Through this website, you can link to other websites which are not under the control of Renshaw

Services.

We have no control over the nature, content and availability of those sites. The inclusion of any links

does not necessarily imply a recommendation or endorse the views expressed within them.

Every effort is made to keep the website up and running smoothly. However, Renshaw Services takes

no responsibility for, and will not be liable for, the website being temporarily unavailable due to

technical issues beyond our control.

Your use of this website and any dispute arising out of such use of the website is subject to the laws

of England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.

Your Consent

By using our site, you consent to our terms and conditions.

Changes to our Terms

If we decide to change our terms and conditions, we will post those changes on this page.

Privacy policy

Please also visit our Privacy policy section establishing the use, disclaimers, and limitations of liability

regarding your private information and the usage of our website.

https://www.sheencleaningservices.co.uk/privacy-policy/


Payment Terms

Payment must be paid in full on completion unless otherwise agreed

Accepted methods of payment are card, cash, or bank transfer.

Contacting Us

If there are any questions regarding our terms and conditions you may contact us using the

information below

warren.renshaw@renshawservices.co.uk


